
I will learn:

Further Reading

Greater Depth Challenge

Key Words

This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus: So it begins…

Science

I can notice that some forces require 

contact but magnetic forces can act 

at a distance.

Art and Design

I can show facial expressions in my 

art, use different grades of pencil 

and use sketches to produce a final 

piece of art work.

Computing

I can use technology safely and 

understand when it is best to use 

technology

Select key events from timelines.

Use tones to add mood.

Evaluate and analyse information.

Force A push or pull that causes an object to move.

Friction Friction is a force that holds back the movement of a sliding object.

Magnetic An object or material that is attracted to a magnet.

Expressions Movement of the face to show different feelings.

Sketch Sketching is a type of drawing that is done completely freehand.

Shade Lines and marks used to show different patterns and colours.

Network Two or more computer systems linked together.

E-safety Being safe on all forms of technology which can be used for communication e.g. 

smartphones.

Create you’re a 

PowerPoint presentation 

to explain what 

friction is.

Different grades of 

pencil

Friction

Leon and the place 

between

• How to log on to a computer 

independently

• How to draw a portrait

• that things move by pushing or 
pulling them

Force



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

A 

Science

Most objects need a pushing force or a 

pulling force in order to move. 

Friction is a force which acts in the opposite 

direction to which an object is moving. 

Friction is caused when an object comes into 

contact with a surface or when two objects 

are rubbed together. 

For example; when a ball rolls onto grass, the 

grass causes friction and slows the ball 

down.

However, a magnetic force can act from a 

distance and does not have to touch the 

object. 

Computing

To keep safe on the internet, I need 

to keep my information secret e.g. 

passwords, address and telephone 

number.

Sometimes we do not need to use 

technology. Technology can be 

helpful when finding out 

information on the internet and 

presenting information. We would 

not need to use technology to write 

a poem or a diary entry.

I will need to double click the icon

to open Microsoft PowerPoint.

Art and Design

We will show 

facial

expressions by

adding details 

such as

Wrinkles and

frown lines.

We will use different pencil 

grades to shade and show 

different tones and textures.

We will use shading to create 

a final piece of art work.

So it begins…



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

A 

Science

Which type of force does not require 

contact?

What is the force called which works 

in the opposite direction to where an 

object is travelling?

What effect does a rough surface 

have compared to a soft surface on 

the speed of an object?

Computing

What is this symbol used for?

What do you need to use technology 

for?

What don’t you need to use  

technology for? 

Art and Design

How can you show facial 

expressions? 

Why would you use different 

grades of pencil?

So it begins…


